Investor Presentation on the bond issue by ALTEO planned under the BGS

Another BGS bond issue
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 Purpose: Partially financing the investment plan of the strategy announced in
November 2019, the continued optimization of cost of capital as well as general
corporate financing.
 International credit rating agency Scope – also taking the currently planned bond issue
into account – has confirmed its BBB- rating, one of the best ratings any Hungarian
company was assigned by an international ratings agency.
 A business model sufficiently
resistant to the current COVIDinduced economic crisis, with
considerable growth potential
 Substantial growth in H1 relative
to last year, thanks to the good
performance of the existing
portfolio and the maturation of
investments/capital
expenditures:
 Sales revenue:
+33%
 EBITDA:
+48%
 Net profit/loss: +120%

Statement of financial position and maturity structure
Long-term financing dominates
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 Long-term funds dominate,
in line with the return on
energy assets
 Robust investment activity
 Long-term target capital
structure: 30% equity, 70% net
credit (credit – cash)
Portfolio of active credits and bonds as at 12/31/2019

2020 repayment also includes the repayment of the 2020/I bond with a principal of HUF 2.15 billion
maturing on 9/30/2020, which will be taking place prior to the planned bond issue.

Key elements of ALTEO’s strategy
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Priority strategic objectives





Realizing investments of up to HUF 20 bn by 2024
Being the ‘largest among small players’ with regard to every link in the energy services
value chain
Significant expansion of the large corporate services client portfolio
Retaining the credit rating (BBB-) of our bonds

Business line strategies


Energy Production and Control Center:
•
•
•
•



Energy Services:
•
•
•



Large-scale industrial energy services contracts
Becoming the No. 1 independent gas engine repair service provider
General contracting, operation and maintenance in respect of renewables

Energy trading:
•
•
•



Continuous real-time production management and optimization
Capacity expansions (both renewable and cogeneration assets, see 9+9 MW gas engine expansion + 15 MW wind
farm acquisition in progress)
IT developments/enhancements: digitalization and artificial intelligence, focus on RDI
Developing production forecasts for renewables

Exploiting customer acquisition opportunities
Entering the natural gas wholesale market
Selling ALTEO’s green electricity capacities

Other business lines:
•

Taking on strategic positions (minor initial investments, ‘ready-to-pounce’ state should it be set in motion):
• Waste management, e-mobility, METÁR renewable power plant developments

ALTEO NKP/2031 – Planned bond terms*
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Term

11 years (October 8, 2020 - October 8, 2031)

Issue volume

maximum HUF 3.8 bn (the Issuer may deviate downwards from the announced volume)

Type of offering

Public bid for securities – exempted from disclosure of a prospectus –, BSE MMTS1 auction with competing bids

Time and date of auction

October 6, 2020, 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

Bond rating

BBB- (Scope Ratings)  investment grade

Bond type

Non-subordinated, unsecured

Investor group

At least 10 qualified investors – including the MNB – are invited as per BGS requirements

Currency and face value

HUF 50,000,000 / 1 Bond

Interest

Fixed, 2.45% p.a. – interest payment starts from October 8, 2021, on October 8 of each year, including the day of maturity

Maximum yield

5.10% (during the auction, counter-bids must be submitted in prices)
In 5 installments starting from October 8, 2027:
October 8, 2027: HUF 5,000,000 / 1 Bond

Bond repayment

October 8, 2028: HUF 5,000,000 / 1 Bond
October 8, 2029: HUF 5,000,000 / 1 Bond
October 8, 2030: HUF 5,000,000 / 1 Bond
October 8, 2031: HUF 30,000,000 / 1 Bond

Stock exchange listing

Registration on the BSE XBond MTF market within 180 days of issue

Market making

Mandatory market making by Erste Bank Hungary Zrt. during the term of the Bond in line with BGS and BSE regulations (min. 1 Bond;
200-basis-point yield spread; two-way bids held for 15 minutes)

Covenants

See next slide

* This document does not contain the comprehensive details of the planned Bond terms. The Bond terms set out in the finalized Information
Memorandum related to the issue may be amended as compared to the contents of this document.

ALTEO NKP/2031 – Planned bond terms
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Covenants / extraordinary redemption events:
 The Bonds represent direct, unconditional, non-subordinated and unsecured obligations of the Issuer. The Bonds all

have identical priority, as well as the same priority as any other unsecured, non-subordinated bond obligations the Issuer
may have at any given time (except for any obligations with a higher priority based on statutory requirements). Any
violation of this obligation must be remedied by the Issuer within 6 months. After the expiry of this 6-month period, the
Issuer must redeem the Bonds at their face value plus any accrued interests not yet paid (pari passu)
 Furthermore, the Issuer agrees not to issue collateralized bonds which would have a higher priority than Bond claims

until its liabilities arising from the bonds have been fully settled. Any violation of this obligation must be remedied by the
Issuer within 6 months. After the expiry of this 6-month period, the Issuer must redeem the Bonds at their face value plus
any accrued interests not yet paid (negative pledge)
 In the event of any default by the Issuer exceeding 90 days from the due date with respect to any of its Bonds, the Issuer

must promptly redeem the Bonds at their face value plus any accrued interests not yet paid (non-payment + cross
default)upon expiry of this 90-month period
 If the rating of Bonds falls below B+, but it is still at least B-, and the Bonds are not upgraded to B+ over the next 2 years,

after the expiry of this 2-year period, the Issuer must redeem the Bonds at their face value plus accrued interests not yet
paid. If the rating of Bonds is downgraded to CCC or lower, the Issuer must redeem the Bonds at their face value plus
accrued interests not yet paid (downgrading of external credit rating)

Preliminary schedule of Bond issue
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Investor
Presentation
(September 10)

Send-out of
Information
Memorandum:
(September 28)

BSE Auction:
October 6
10:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m.
(Value date:
October 8)

XBond
registration:
within 180 days
of the auction

Disclaimer
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The sole purpose of this presentation (hereinafter: “Presentation”) is to inform investors about ALTEO Nyrt.’s (hereinafter: “Company”)
plans and objectives relating to the Company’s bond issue. The Presentation may not be deemed or construed as information
concerning a securities issue, information within the meaning of Section 16 of the Capital Market Act, an offer for the sale of securities, an
investment recommendation, an investment analysis or a proposal to purchase the Company’s securities. Neither the Presentation, nor
any part or content thereof, nor any content referred to therein, nor the dissemination thereof may be considered a basis for decisions
concerning the purchase of or subscription to such securities or the conclusion of a contract in relation to them or a commitment of any
kind with regard to them. The sole purpose of publishing the Presentation is to ensure that all investors have access to the information
provided to potential investors and, thereby, for the Company to ensure transparency and full compliance with regulations on publishing
insider information.
The information in this Presentation is exclusively provided by the Company and were not audited by an independent analyst or auditor.
The information or opinions in this Presentation or their completeness, accuracy or truthfulness may not be relied upon for any purpose
or in any way shape or form. Neither the Company nor its directors, officers, employees, agents or consultants assume any warranty for
the accuracy, completeness or truthfulness of the information or opinions in the Presentation and disclaim any liability for any damage or
loss incurred in relation to the use of the information or opinions in question.
Based on the views and assumptions of the Company’s management, this Presentation contains forward-looking statements presented
by the Company in good faith and on reasonable grounds in its opinion. Forward-looking statements may be influenced by known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, resulting in significant differences for the specific results, financial situation, performance
and objectives of the Company or the industry as a whole as compared to the results, financial situation, performance or objectives
expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. With these risks, uncertainties and other factors in mind, the recipients of this
document are advised not to rely prematurely on these forward-looking statements.
The entirety of this Presentation is up to date on the date of its publication, but may be subject to change in the future. The Company
accepts no liability for updating or revising the statements, especially the forward-looking statements, in order to ensure that they
represent future events and developments.
This Presentation may not be deemed advice or recommendation in legal, taxation or investment matters. In this regard, investors
themselves need to carefully consider the legal, taxation or investment return consequences of a potential investment in the Company
or its securities, including the benefits of investing and the relevant risks.

Additional information:
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Scope Monitoring note: https://www.scoperatings.com/#search/research/detail/164692EN
H1 2020 Report of ALTEO Nyrt. and its Subsidiaries:
https://bet.hu/newkibdata/128454908/ALTEO%20konszolid%C3%A1lt%20Manncom%202020
_I.f%C3%A9l%C3%A9v_hu.pdf
Other news and reports on the BSE website
https://bet.hu/oldalak/ceg_adatlap/$issuer/3353 or https://alteo.hu/befektetoknek/azalteo-nyrt-kozlemenyei/ or the kozzetetelek.hu website.
Strategic presentation concerning ALTEO Group for the period between 2020 and 2024
https://alteo.hu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ALTEO_Vallalati_strategia.pdf

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

